Creating InDesign Artwork for Wide Gamut Printing on Jetpress 720

Document Creation for Wide Gamut Printing on Jetpress 720

This document provides a guide to setting up artwork in Adobe InDesign to enable printing
using the wide gamut colour space of the Fujifilm Jetpress 720.
Realising the benefits of the wide gamut colour space is only reallly possible when the source
data is in its original RGB colour space. If images have already been converted to a conventional press based CMYK (such as Fogra 39) then the appearance would have already been
‘compressed’ to the smaller gaumut and it is not possible to retrieve the lost colour data. In
the ideal world all the components of our artwork could be created with wide gamut printing
as the intended output but this is unlikely so we also need to be able to maintain the intended appearance of these objects.
The approach described in the following procedure is to create an RGB PDF.

1

Setting up InDesign Colour Settings

It is important to ensure that InDesign is configured correctly before placing images as depending on the
settings it may convert images to an alternative colour space (e.g sRGB to Fogra 39) when they are placed.
InDesign Colour Settings are accessed by selecting Edit > Colour Settings.
These colour settings will preserve the
colour space of placed images where
they have embedded profiles. If images
are placed that do not have embedded profiles it will assume they are in
the working space. For colour critical
images that do not have an embedded
profile and are not ‘Adobe RGB’ then
it would be wise to open in Photoshop and save with the correct profile
embedded (e.g sRGB). The reason for
using Adobe RGB as our working space
is that it is larger then sRGB and therefore helps to retain the maximum gamut of all artwork. Any CMYK objects
created in inDesign will be tagged with
the working space which in this case is
Fogra 39.
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2

InDesign PDF Export Settings
When exporting with these settings
InDesign will convert all colours in
the job into the desitination colour
space which in this case is Adobe
RGB. This includes If images are are
already in this colour space then
they will not be converted. The
conversion ensures that the intended appearance of these objects is
preserved assuming we then handle
them correctly in XMF. It is important to ensure that the destination
profiles are included.
Any colour specified as spots will
be kept as spot colour channels in
the output PDF.

3

Appearance of Black Settings

InDesign has some additional preferences which control how blacks are reproduced when converting to
RGB. If an object has a fill or stroke of 100% black then it can either be reproduced in RGB as a rich black
(e.g RGB 0, 0,0) or as an accurate black where it would specify RGB values that would match the appearance of that black when reproduced using the current CMYK working space. These settings will affect the
appearance of overprinting black objects. If set to reproduce as rich balck then there would be no visual
difference between a black that is knocking out and a black that is overprinting.
Because we are converting the black to
RGB then it will be
printed on the Jetpress
as 4 colour (rather
than just using black
ink) Because of the
accurate registration
of the Jetpress this will
be visually imperceptable from text that is
black only.
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4

XMF Settings Job Colour Management Settings

These settings will determine how the
RGB data in the PDF is converted into
the CMYK wide gamut colour space.
Because we have instructed InDesign to
ensure that the PDF is correctly tagged
with the destination colour space then
it is important that the ‘Use Embedded
Profile’ option is selected. The RGB input profile will only be used if an object
is found that does not have any tagged
profile.
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